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This essay will seek to evaluate the most significant achievement of the European Union (EU).
In order to evaluate the EU's most significant achievement this paper will examine several key areas.
First, Europe's propensity for warfare prior to the EU. Second, it will examine the role of international
trade on the likelihood of conflict. Finally, it will discuss the economic integration brought about by
the EU. These will invariably lead to the conclusion that the European Union's most significant
achievement has been creating long-term peace in Europe.
World War II, the bloodiest conflict in human history, concluded seven years prior to the
founding of what would become the EU.12 This war was only the latest of what had been thousands of
years of uninterrupted conflict on a continent that had not known peace since the Pax Romana of the
Roman Empire in 180 CE. Winston Churchill described the process begun by this treaty quite well,
“We are asking the nations of Europe between whom rivers of blood have flowed to forget the feuds of
a thousand years.”3
One method for reducing violent conflict between countries is to increase economic ties and the
volume of trade. The argument is simple and has been confirmed through several studies examining
the relationship between trade and war. Trade brings greater wealth to countries whereas conflict
reduces the amount of trade and wealth. Therefore “commerce promotes peace because violence has
substantial costs, whether those are paid prospectively or contemporaneously.”4 The goal of creating a
greater European economic community, like the EU, is to bring about greater levels of trade by
decreasing trade barriers in the hopes that it will reduce the likelihood of conflict.
The EU has instituted several measures specifically to decrease trade barriers between its
member. One of the earliest and most obvious was to create a “Single Market” by eliminating tariffs
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within the EU.5 However, barriers to trade are often more than simply tariffs. Any traveler to Europe
will likely have noticed this next feature. Within the “Schengen Area”, as it is called, passport checks
do not occur with the goal of increasing the flow of people across borders.6 Finally, perhaps the most
well-known has been the creation of a single currency, the Euro. This single currency eliminates the
need for exchanging currency when traveling within most EU member states and further decreases
trade barriers.7 The combined effect of these features, along with many others, is the increase of trade
within the EU.
The significant reduction of violence brought about by the European Union is undoubtedly its
greatest accomplishment. As we have seen, the EU works to significantly decrease the possibility of
war by increasing the amount of trade. Prior to the establishment of the EU, Europe was plagued by
thousands of years of violence. The EU is an institution unlike any other in human history and its
effects are such that many regional institutions are striving to become the next European Union.
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